JOB DESCRIPTION
JOB TITLE:
DEPARTMENT:

RESPA Desk Specialist
Loan Processing

DATE:
REVIEWED BY:

August 4, 2013
VP, Loan Processing &
Compliance

GENERAL SUMMARY:
All positions at Founders Bank & Trust require a high level of commitment to exceptional client service
and client relationship development. All Bank employees must be enthusiastic about this commitment
and exhibit it at all times. The RESPA processor is responsible for managing and directing the loan
processing areas to ensure efficient workflow, accurate preparation and review of loan documents.
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
1. Energetically develops a ‘raving fans’ environment when dealing with internal and external clients.
2. Develops and maintains a RESPA process which adheres to regulatory requirements including but
not limited to a RESPA queue to manage pipeline.
3. Tracks all applications within the loan processing system to ensure timely deliverance of RESPA
disclosures.
4. Builds, develops and manages a working relationship of effective communication with mortgage
lending and processing team to ensure all adhere to RESPA guidelines.
5. Fields day-to-day RESPA procedure, documentation and policy questions from the mortgage
department.
6. Tracks all existing applications within the loan processing system and provides timely re-disclosure
through identification of loan changes within the pipeline.
7. Oversees and manages the appraisal vendor email box which includes but not limited to tracking
receipt of all appraisals, printing hard copy for processing team and uploading into loan processing
software.
8. Analyzes all appraisals received to identify changes in value that may prompt RESPA re-disclosure.
9. Submits all appraisal invoices to accounts payable and conducts further research on monthly bill.
10. Manages the modification pipeline which includes, but is not limited to, preparation of applicable loan
documents and submission of disclosures.
11. Serves as the backup for loan closing coordinator as it pertains to disbursement of mortgage loans
and preparation of file for submission to loan servicing.
12. This list of essential functions is not complete and will be supplemented as necessary.

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES:
1. Comprehensive knowledge and understanding of mortgage documents and the mortgage industry.
2. Strong knowledge of legal and regulatory areas applicable to mortgage lending.
3. Great attention to detail, able to prioritize and function accurately under the pressure of deadlines.
4. Ability to work politely and effectively with others and contribute to a team approach in the
department.
5. Good communication skills with the ability to follow written and verbal instructions with accuracy and
care.
6. Proven stress tolerance skills with the ability to handle difficult situations with grace.
This job description reflects the general details of the specific job identified and is not necessarily a complete listing of all the frequent and
infrequent essential functions that may be involved in the job.
All employment with Founders Bank & Trust is at-will, which means that the company has the right to terminate employment and compensation
at any time and for any reason, as does the employee. Nothing contained herein is intended to create any contractual obligation. No one other
than the Board of Directors may make any contrary commitments.
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7. Excellent organizational skills, managing multiple tasks at once with many interruptions.
8. Ability to operate: PC, Outlook, Word and Excel and bank software.
9. Ability to meet attendance requirements; this position is not exempt from overtime (non-exempt).
The incumbent must work all hours necessary to perform job tasks described at a minimum 8:15 am
to 5:15 pm. Overtime is paid only with pre-approval by the Manager.
10. Excellent credit history.
WORK ENVIRONMENT:
A clean office environment consisting of open work areas.
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Ability to move about the office effectively. Ability to effectively use all tools and equipment needed.
Must be able to lift items up to 15 pounds.
MINIMUM POSITION REQUIREMENTS (Education, Experience, and Certification):
1. High School graduate or equivalent.
2. Three years mortgage experience required.
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